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A Distribution of Power in Exchange Networks: 

Theory and Experimental Results  

 

 Karen S. Cook; Richard M. Emerson; Mary R. Gillmore  

 (American Journal of Sociology, Vol 89, Issue 2, 1983) 



Research Question / Objective of the 

Study 

 To determine structural determinants of power in exchange 

networks by drawing on graph-theoretic concepts of 

centrality and principles of power-dependence.  



Motivation 

 Network methods have not been tied closely to existing 

bodies of sociological theory. 

 Network properties have been either analyzed descriptively 

or treated as particular variables to provide network related 

explanations.  

 Such a gap exists between graph-theoretic concept of 

centrality and theory of power-dependence relations. 



Findings/ Contribution 

 Authors establish distinction between two different principles 

of ‘connection’ and find that current measures of centrality 

have predictive power in networks with positive connectivity 

 In their effort to provide a first step towards the fusion of 

graph-theoretic concept of centrality and power-dependence 

the authors propose a new measure of centrality based on 

‘network vulnerability’  



Theoretical Concepts – Exchange 

Networks   

 Exchange Networks: Two exchange relations between actors 

A-B and actors A-C are ‘connected’ to form the minimal 

network B-A-C to the degree that exchange in one relation is 

contingent on exchange (or non-exchange) in the other 

relation. 

 Positive Connection -> when exchange in one relation is 

contingent upon exchange in another  

 Negative Connection -> when exchange in one is contingent 

upon non-exchange in another 



Theoretical Concepts – Exchange 

Networks 

 Position – A position in a graph or network is a set of one or 

more points whose residual graphs are isomorphic. 



Centrality and Power  

 Three measure of point centrality-  

 Degree Based Centrality : Count of number of adjacent lines  

 Betweeness Centrality: Measure of potential influence in network 

 Closeness Centrality: Measure of ability to avoid influence by 

others.  

 Of the above three measures betweeness and closeness 

centrality can be used as a measure of power 



Power and Dependence 
 Power : In any dyadic exchange relation Ax  ; By  (where A and B 

are actors with resources x and y involved in the exchange), the 

power of A over B (PAB ) is the potential of A to obtain favorable 

outcome at the expense of B 

 Dependence : The dependence (DAB ) of A on B in a dyadic 

exchange relation is a joint function (1) varying directly with 

the value of y to A and (2) varying inversely with the availability 

of y to A from alternative sources.  

 Fundamental relationship between power and dependence -> PAB  = 

DBA   



Analysis and Findings 
- For network in figure 1c, D> Ei > Fj  , in power if either closeness or point 

centrality measures of point centrality are used.  

- As exchange process proceeds through time E will display more power use than 

the occupants of positions F and subsequently more power use than that of 

position D. But in final or stable phase of power use occupants of position E will 

exert equal levels of power over the occupants of position F and D.  

- The above results will be stronger for high incentive networks 

- E’s use of power over D will emerge slowly in network 1d than in 1c 

- E’s use of power over F will emerge more quickly in network 1f than in 1e as 

dependence of E on F is reduced 

- E’s use of power over D will emerge more rapidly in 1f than in 1e 

 

 

 



Analysis and Discussion of Results 



Network Vulnerability 
 Authors propose to calculate how ‘vulnerable’ the network is to 

the removal of a certain point. This shows the importance of 

that particular point. 

 



 

 

 A Dilemma of State Power: Brokerage and Influence 

in National Health Policy Domains 

 Roberto M. Fernandez; Roger V. Gould 

     (American Journal of Sociology, Vol 99, Issue 6, May 1994) 



Motivation 

 Brokerage : A relation in which one actor mediates the flow of 

resources or information between two other actors who are 

not directly linked.  

 When the brokers share similar interests or belong to the 

same sub-group (divided based on interests) as one or both 

the actors, then broker affiliation becomes important.  



Research Question  
 The authors investigate the effect of brokerage positions on 

influence in National Health Policy networks in the case where the 
actor is a government organization.  

 

Findings: The influence of government organizations depends on their 
capacity to link disparate actors in the communication network 
while remaining uncommitted to specific policy agendas 



Types of Brokerage Relations 



Analysis and Findings 
- Brokerage positions leads to influence for all five broker types 

- Among government organizations, the relationship between influence 
and occupancy of liaison and itinerant brokerage positions is weakened 
by the stand on policy decisions 

- For gatekeeper brokerage positions it is not.  

- For non-governmental organizations the relationship between influence 
and liaison, gatekeeper, representative and itinerant brokerage positions 
is unaffected by advocacy of specific policies.   



 

 

 

Thank you 



Brass (1985) 

Presented by M. Mithani 

A Structural Analysis of Individual 

Influence in an Organization 

 



Objective 

 To apply a structural perspective to the study of 

individual influence  

 Structure defines individual opportunities and 

constraints in their immediate environment 

 Influence is reflected as power: 

  Power of A over B is the extent of B’s 

 dependency on A (Emerson, 1962) 

 



Individual Power in organization 

 Power is a multi-level concept: 

 Individual: Power arising from personality traits 

(Strauss, 1973; Allen and Porter, 1959) 

Organizational: Structural sources of power 

(Hinnings et al, 1974; Salancik and Pfeffer, 1974) 

Mixed: Individual gains from position due to 

personality, relevant exposure and opportunities 

(Pfeffer, 1981; see McCall, 1979) 



Hypotheses 

 Individuals at organizational boundaries will be more powerful than those 

inside 

 Individuals in a workflow position with many transaction alternatives will 

have more potential influence than those with fewer transaction 

alternatives 

 Individual centrality in workflow will be positively associated to their 

distance from organization’s boundary 

 Centrality in communication network is directly related to individual 

power 

 Centrality in friendship network gives more influence than a peripheral 

position 

 Centrality in dominant coalition will be extremely important in acquiring 

influence 

 Individual power increases with the membership in a dominant coalition 



Why Social Network Analysis (SNA) 

 Since power is operationalized in terms of social 

relationships, SNA is the perfect tool 

 Study locates structural positions of non-supervisory 

employees within 3 social networks (based on Tichy, 

Tushman and Fombrun, 1979): 

Workflow network 

Communication network 

Friendship network 

 Data: newspaper publishing company – 140 full-

time, non-supervisory staff. 

 

 



Measuring Power 

 Power as reputation (DV): supervisory ratings, non-

supervisory listing, promotion to supervisory 

position 

 

 Conditions of possession of power (IV): 

a) Actor must possess resource that others depend 

on (increase dependency of others) 

b) Actor must not depend on others (reduced 

dependency on others) 

 

 



Measuring Centrality 

 Measures of centrality (Freeman, 1979): 

Degree: number of contacts – measure of activity 

∑ (distance between i and ∑ j) 

Proximity: minimum distance to others in a group – 

measure of independence/access (condition b) 

  ∑ shortest paths from i to ∑ j   

Betweenness: presence on shortest path between 

points – measure of control (condition a) 

 Number of times i exists between ∑ j and ∑k geodesics 

 



Other Measures 
 Criticality: 

  number of available routes for work-flow after replacing individual 

 Transaction Alternatives:  

 alternate workflow positions available to an individual for 

acquisition/distribution of the same input/output 

 Department Membership:  

 dummy to identify individual’s association to the 5 dept within org. 

 Distance from Organizational boundary:  

 number of workflow links on the shortest path between an employee 

and a person outside the organization pursued for inputs / outputs 

 Contacts beyond Workflow: 

 number of direct relationship with members of other groups 

 







Homophily and Differential Returns 

Herminia Ibarra (1992) 

Presented by M. Mithani 



Objective 

 To clarify the ways and extent to which men and 

women networks differ 

 

 To clarify the potential consequences of observed 

differences 

 



Approach 

 Evaluate sex differences in network structure and 

access in five interaction networks within one 

organization: 

Communication 

Advice 

 Support 

 Influence  

Friendship  



Hypotheses 

H1: Controlling for availability, women will tend to choose women as 

expressive network contacts but will choose men as instrumental 

network contacts. Men will predominantly choose men across 

multiple networks.  

H2: Men will have more multiplex network ties, in total, than women, 

as well as more multiplex ties to men than women have to women. 

H3: Men will hold more central network positions than women in 

workplace interaction networks. 

H4: Sex differences in centrality will be higher in instrumental 

networks than in expressive networks 

H5: Men will receive greater network returns on their individual and 

positional resources than women  



Method & Measures 
 94 full time employees at an advertising and PR agency in New England. 

 Most female employees at the lower levels in the hierarchy  

 Network index network centrality for: 

 Communication 

 Advice 

 Support 

 Influence 

 Friendship 

 Homophily: proportion of times a respondent cited same sex individuals 
in proportion to total cites.  

 Multiplexity: number of times the same alter was chosen by an ego across 
the five networks 

 Individual level controls 

 

 



H1 supported: Greater homophily for men than women 



H2 partially supported: Overall number of multiplex relations were not different, 

but men had greater distribution of their ties across five networks 



H3 & H4 not supported: Sex differences do not affect centrality in the networks 



H5 supported: Men capitalize their network more effectively 



Thank You! 



Structure 
 Structure: enduring characteristics of the organization reflected by the 

distribution of units and positions within an organization and their 
systematic relationships to each other (James and Jones, 1976: 76). 

 Power is the result of the division of labor (Thompson, 1967) 

 Structure is determined based on an underlying fabric of power 
dissipation (Fayol, 192?) 

 Structure: 

 Information or evolving patterns of behavior 

 Formally prescribed hierarchy 

 Which are not mutually exclusive: formal and emergent interdependencies -
> Firm: network of interrelated structural positions with employees 
occupying these relational positions (this detaches the concept of power 
from individual personality characteristics and may be too extreme) 

 

 


